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Let {X,. k E Z} be a stationary, normalized Gaussian sequence and define rp = 
mint&: Xk > -/3k) the first crossing point of the Gaussian sequence with the moving boundary -pt. 
For fl +O we discuss in this paper the a.s. stability, the a.s. relative :..:ability of T@ and an iterated 
logarithm law for tg. depend’ a: on the correlation function. 
stationary Gaussian sequences a.s. stability 
as. relative stability law of iterated logarithm 
1. Results 
Let (Xk, k E 2) be a stationary Gaussian sequence with EXk = 0, E X’, = 1 
and EXkXo = rk. In [2] we proved limiting distributions for the first crossing 
point 7fi.x = ra = min{k: Xk > -pk} if /340. Naturally T@ + -co as pi0. There 
we remarked a similarity of the limiting behaviour of Q(P + 0) and 2, = 
max{X1, X2,. . . , X,,} with respect to limit distributions. We hoped that a similar 
relationship would hold even for the a.s. limiting behaviour. In this paper we discuss 
an a.s. iterated logarithm law and a.s. stability problems, similar to known results for 
2, [3,5-7). The proofs of our theorems are based on some relations between Q and 
2,. Similarly to [3] and [7] we prove in Section 2: 
Theorem 1.1. If r,, log n = O( 1) or C,, rz c a~, then ax 
lirn inf 42 log l/P) -(@p +42 log l/P)) = -1 
P-+0 log log 11/p 
and 
lim sup 42 1% l/P) 
o-e0 log log 1/p 
@T@ +J(2 log l/P)) = +l. 
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The difference to the analogous theorem for 2, is that the limiting points of 
Theorem 1.‘. are in c-1, +l], instead of E-f, +$I in the case of 2,. The main reason is 
that instead of the tail of G(x) = I!, exp(-$y”j/J(2?s) dy, which is asymptotically 
equal to exp(-$x2)/J(2T)x, we have to consider the tail of the function 
exp(-jr G(y) dy), which is asymptotically equal to exp(-$x2)/d(2rr)x2. The X2-term 
in the denominator implies this change of the above interval. This relation will be 
discussed in another paper, for a sequence of IID random variables attracted to an 
extreme value law. 
Theorem 1.1. implies the following statement for thcl stability of Q: 
Theorem 1.2. If r,, log at = 0( 1) or En r’, < 00, then a.s. 
prp + 42 bz m9 --& 0. 
This result is similar to known results for the a.s, stability of the maxima [3,6]. 
Finally a result for the relative stability of T@ is given in thz next theorem, which we 
prove in Section 3. We receive similar to [6]: 
Theorem 1.3. l’r, +,n-rao 0, then a.s. &/42 log l/p) ++o - 1. 
There is no essential restriction in assuming that the intercept of the boundary and 
the time axis is in the origin. Let a E R and define T;,~ = min{k: Xk > -fi(k +a 1). 
Then. & can be approximated by ~,~a, where X* is a time-shifted version of X and 
the difference T~,X - Q,X* is about a f I. ‘Therefore the same result holds for & as 
for 7fi.X’. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
The following four lemmas imply Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 2.1. If ro = 1 then Q.S. 
lim inf “* log l’E(&O + J(2 log l/p)) 3 -1 
B-0 log log 1/p 
. 
roalf. Using Theorem 2.1 of Pickands [7], there exists for every 6 > $ almost sure 
n,(0) such that 
2&4(2logn)-t4 
log log n 
42 log n) 
for all n > no(B). 
Therefore we have for all n > & and p small enough 
x_,Gf(*logn)+e 
log log n 
42 log n, d @ 
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if TB is such that 
pT@ 5= 42 log T,) + 8 log log =lJ 
42 log Tp) * 
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By solving (1) for TB we find 
Lemma 2.2. If the assumptions of Theorem 1. I hold, then 
lim inf 42 log l/B) 
0&O log log 1/p 
(p7@ f J(2 !og l/e)) S -3. as. 
Proof. (i) Let r,, log n = cb( I). Because of Theorem B in 15-j there exists for each 8 < $ 
a.s. a sequence ni + Co Wuk~ X-,, > (b(ni) = J(2 log ni) + 8 log log !Zi/J(2 log ni). If 
X-, >4(n) we haveX_, >n[d(n)/n]=: n@(n). Therefore there exists for each B a.s. 
a sequence 0 (ni) + 0 such that ?fi(4i) + 4 -n,. Similar to Lemma 2.1, PIN, the inverse 
function of /3(n), is for all 8 of the form 
nfl =@-‘(J2 (log 1/~)+(e+~+o(l))(loglog l//3)/4(2 log l/P)). 
This implies our statement. 
(ii) Let Cn ri < 00. Using Theorem 2.2 in [7] in place of Theorem B in the above 
the desired result follows similarly. 
Lemma 2.3. If the assumptions of Theorem la 1 hold, then 
lim sup 42 1043 VP) 
0-a log log l/P 
(/37-@ +%/(2 log l/P)) 2 1 a.s. 
Proof. Let g(n)=n(J(2 iogn)-(1 -E) log log n/J(2 log n)) for E >O. We show 
that for all E > 0 P{T~,~ 3 -g(n) i.o.} = 1. This is true if P{T,,~ < -g(rz)1+ 0 as rz + 00, 
for 
Let 
T, = (2n/J(2 log n)) log log n 
and 
B{T,,~ ,:--g(n))=P{-g( t)-- T, ~q/n C-~(E)}+P(w~ <-g(n)- T,}. 
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The second term tends to 0 as n a 00 by Lemma 2.1 since 
g(n)+T,=n J(2logn)+(l+e) ( log log II ) J(2logn) - 
“‘he first term is bounded by P(Z, :~g(n)/n} since -g(n) - T, s ~11” < -g(n) 
implies 
max 
g(n)+T”~&>g(n) X-k >g(n)/n. 
We have 
J(2log T.f=&2logn)-(&+o(l));;;og;). 
Therefore we have to show that 
P ZT+/(Z log T,)-(&-E +0(l))=-} 
g n 
i2) 
tends to zero as n + 00. But by using Berman [ 1, Theorem 3. I] if En rt c 00 or Mittal 
[3, p. 2381 if r, log n = O(l), the term (2) tends to 0 for all E ~0. 
Iim sup 42 log l/B 
@-SO log log l/P 
(8~~ + J2 log l/p) d 1 as. 
Proof. Let n(E, m) = exp((en;l)‘) with A 6 !, and 
gtx,&)=X J(2logx)-(1 +e)J@og ( 1 J(2logx) a 
It is sufficient to show that qln(r,mj z=-g(n(e, m), E) finitely often a.s. For 
g(ntc, m), E)- p(n(c, nt + l), 2~) 2 0 for m sufficiently large and thus if for all 
m > rnO(E, 0 1 
n/nk,m) < -gMs 4, d 
wehaveforallfl with’n(e,m+l)>p-‘~n(E,m)andm>mo 
7~ G 71/krn) < -g(fl(c, m), c) 
~-g(n(&,m+1),2E)~-g(l/p,2E). 
By Borel-Cantelli it is sufncient o show that 
CJY 7l/n(r,rn) -H ‘-g(n(e, m), e)}<oo for all E >O. 
Similar tomLemma 2.3 ( 7l/n 3 -g(n, E)) implies 
max 
gbw)+l;,~k --g(m) 
X-k G (gh E) + T,)/n. 
Eet T,, q = n/4(2 log n). Thus similar 
m*/n 3 -g(n, E)}S P 
log iog n 
sJ(2logn)-(l+c+o(l))-T 
J(2 log n) 1 
(3) 
log log T,, 
=P( ZT~ d(2 log Tn)-($+E +o(l)Q2 log ~~) (4) 
(I) Let r, log n = O(1). By Lemma 1 of 131 the term (4) is bounded by 
c exp(-ge2(Iog log T,)2) for some t > 0, c > 0 and n sufficiently large. Therefore the 
sum (3) is bounded by 
which is finite for all E >O, where c’ = ~(1 +o( 1)). 
(ii) Let x ri c 00. Reviewing the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [7] we find that 
P I log log I2 2, sJ(2 log+-(q+E)---- J(2 log n) 1 d exp(-c (log n)” ) + exp(-( 1 - 6) log n) 
where c > 0,O < S c 1 and n suffkiently large. 
Replacing n by n(c, m) in (4) we find that each term in the sum (3) is boundsd by 
exp(-~‘(srn)~“) + exp(-(1 -8 ~(tirn)~ ) for m sufficiently large, where c’ = c +0(l) 
and S’ = S +0(l). Thus the sum (3) is finite for all E > 0. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Again let n(e,m)=exp((em)‘) with A<1 and h(x,e)=a(l--E)xd(2logx), 
wherea>O,E>C x>l. 
Lemma 3.1. lf for a > 0 and for all E > 0 7 t/nfe,m) S -h(n(~, m), E) jiriitely often as. 
then for all E > 0 and the same a Q < -h ( 1 I@, E ) for @ < P&J, w ) a.s. 
Proof. For all E > 0 there exists a.s. mo such that 
r~/,,(~,~) < -h(n(E m), ~1 for all m > mo. 
We assume that for m > ml 
h(n(&, m), E)-h(n(c, m+ 0,2&)~0. (5) 
Thus for N(E, m + l)> l/p ZV(E, m) and m )max(mo, ml) 
ra ~~,,~~~,~~c-h(n(~,m),~)~-h(n(~,~+1),2~~==---h(l/~,2~~). 
It remains to prove (S), which is equivalent to proving 
1-E -(1-2E) 
h,m+l) lognb,m+l) “2;Bo 
n(E, m) ( log fi(c, m) 1 
for,>m 
1. (6) 
Since 
n(&,m+lJ 
--ES 1 -+A~~rrz~-’ +O(mA-l) 
46 4 
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and 
log n(&, m + 1) 1’2 
log n(E, m) 
G l+$Am-‘+o(m-‘) 
(6) is larger than 1-~--(1-2~~~(1-i-cm~~~~~~-o~2)~0, where c is a positive 
constant. 
Reviewing the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [6] we can state the stronger result: 
Lemma 3.2. Zf r, =50(l), thenfar~>Oandy~l 
Iim (log n)‘P(Zn G&2 log n)(l -E)}=O. 
n+oO 
Proof of Theorem 1.,3. (i) We show that lim inf ~~~g~(2 log l/p) & -1 as. By 
Theorem 3.1. in [6] for all E >O there exisis a.s. k&, O) such that X.+ d 
d(2 log k)+~ for all k > ko. Since (J(2 log k) + s)/k is decreasing, X-k c 
k[(~(2logk)+~)/k]~k~(l+~)=k~‘forallk~~~’~~2lo~1~~)and~sufficiently 
small. Therefore 76’ -> -/3-‘d(2 log l/p) 2 -(p’)-‘+/(2 log /3’)(1+ 2~), which implies 
our statement. 
(ii) We show now that lim sup /37g/J(2 log l/p) < -1 a.s. By Lemma 3.1 and 
Rotel-Cantelli we have to show that for all E >O 
c PE~l/“wl) a---h(n(e, m), E)}C~L 
tn 
(7) 
Similar to Lemma 2.4 we have that each term in (7) is bounded by 
where we write n instead of n(&, m). By Lemma 3.2 each term is bounded by 
c(log n)-‘. Let y > l/A. Replacing n by FZ(E, m) the sum (7) is bounded by mo-‘- 
c Cm>mo (E@CAY, which is finite for all E >O and by the choice of ‘y. 
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